Financial Services

Hybrid Cloud

Secure, Flexible & Compliant

Financial services firms understand the benefits of
the Cloud: greater business agility, scalability, and
responsiveness. However, what is often not fully
understood is how financial regulatory frameworks apply to
Cloud services and whose responsibility it is to meet those
requirements. Depending on performance, privacy
and cyber security often one Cloud solution isn’t the
answer.
Thrive believes it’s a multi-Cloud, SaaS-based world. Performance, cost, security and regulatory
demands drive decisions of where FinTech applications and data best belong. Thrive’s Cloud
engineering team is here to design, build, and support the Cloud solution that best meets your
business needs.
Thrive offers best-in-class Hybrid Cloud solutions backed by a proven track record of delivering
managed Cloud services across public and private Cloud platforms. Our broad portfolio of Cloud
services can be customized to seamlessly match your operational and budget requirements.
ThriveCloud compliments private and public Cloud instances because we leverage the best in
NextGen Cloud orchestration tools so that you have better visibility and control of both costs and
workloads across your environment.

A Full Range of NextGen Cloud Solutions from Thrive
Private, Public, or Hybrid -- no matter your path to the Cloud, Thrive can help you get there and
manage the chaos for you.
•
•
•
•

Enterprise-class Cloud platforms are VMware based built for the most demanding workloads
Public Cloud management in Microsoft Azure or AWS
24×7 Monitoring, Management, and Support
Access to Thrive’s Hybrid Cloud Director with single pane of glass visibility and control of your
ThriveCloud, Azure, or AWS workloads

Hybrid Cloud Workload
Advantages
Control Costs & Gain Value
• Eliminate the uncertainty and costly
nature of infrastructure, hardware
capital expenditures and refresh
cycles
• Streamline operating budgets,
avoid expensive and cumbersome
maintenance and support renewal
agreements
Gain More Flexibility
• Access your applications seamlessly
and securely from anywhere
• Easily add or remove resources as
your business requirements change
• Utilize multiple Cloud platforms to
optimize performance and cost – all
managed by Thrive’s expert team of
Cloud engineers
Improve Security & Resiliency
• Fully redundant and resilient Cloud
architecture providing the highest
levels of availability and performance
• Secured by NextGen Firewalls, Unified
Threat Management platforms, SOC/
SIEM and Distributed Denial of Service
(DDoS) detection and mitigation

SEC Cyber Examination focuses on how firms are identifying and
monitoring risk to ensure firm data, and client information is secured
at third parties and Cloud services providers.
The SEC cyber sweep includes the following areas of focus:
• Vendor due diligence reviews
• Policies and procedures aligning

to technology standards
• Cloud Service Provider
• Data Loss Prevention

• Data Encryption
• Identity and access management
• Risk assessment

Take the Next Step
To learn more about how Thrive
can help your business, please
visit thrivenextgen.com
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